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Abstract: Two-Dimensional Semantics, as developed in the work
of David Chalmers and Frank Jackson (Chalmers [2006b,a], Jack-
son [1998, 2010]) founders on a dilemma. The theory claims that,
when evaluated at the actual world, primary/A-intensions coincide
with secondary/C-intensions (the coincidence thesis). It also claims
that primary/A-intensions are narrow contents (the narrow content
thesis). Both claims cannot be true. If primary/A-intensions co-
incide with secondary/C-intensions, then primary/A-intensions must
be meta-linguistic. If they are meta-linguistic, they are not fit to play
the role of narrow content. Two-Dimensional Semanticists must give
up one of these two foundational theses.

∗Thanks are due to David Chalmers, Edward Elliot, and Kelvin McQueen for helpful
discussion and valiant efforts in the name of the Two-Dimensionalist cause. Thanks also
to Melissa Ebbers for useful and insightful commentary, and to audiences at the 2016
Central Meeting of the American Philosophical Association and the 2015 Joint Session of
the Aristotelian Society and the Mind Association.
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1 Introduction

In a variety of work, David Chalmers and Frank Jackson develop a theory of

meaning called “Two-Dimensional Semantics” (Chalmers [2006b,a], Jackson

[1998, 2010]), according to which linguistic expressions have two types, or di-

mensions, of meaning: a primary/A-intension and a secondary/C-intension,

each of which is a function on possible worlds. I argue that this theory

founders on a dilemma, which I call “the meta-semantic dilemma for Two-

Dimensional Semantics”. Two core theses of Two-Dimensional Semantics

pull in opposite directions. The coincidence thesis says that, when both are

evaluated at the actual world, the first dimension of meaning, primary/A-

intension, is identical to (i.e. coincides with) the secondary/C-intension. The

narrow content thesis says that primary/A-intensions play the role of narrow

content: content shared by intrinsic duplicates. I assume the first thesis and

argue that in order for this thesis to be true, primary intensions must be of

a nature that prevents them from satisfying the second thesis.

Here’s the argument:

(P1) If, when evaluated at the actual world, primary/A-intension co-

incides with secondary/C-intension, then primary intensions are meta-
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linguistic, i.e. they operate on tokens of words.

(P2) If primary/A-intensions are meta-linguistic, they are not fit to

play the role of narrow content.

(C) If, when evaluated at the actual world, primary/A-intension coin-

cides with secondary/C-intension, then primary/A-intensions aren’t fit

to play the role of narrow content.

If the coincidence thesis is true, the narrow content thesis is not.

2 What is Two-Dimensional Semantics?

Two-Dimensional Semantics takes as its starting point possible worlds se-

mantics (Carnap [1947], Heim & Kratzer [1998], Lewis [1970]), according

to which the meaning of an expression can be captured as a function from

potential situations (“worlds”) to extensions. Two-Dimensional Semantics

claims that the meaning of an expression can be captured as two distinct

functions, a primary (or A-) intension and a secondary (or C-) intension.

Each is a function on worlds. The secondary/C-intension is the familiar in-

tension from possible worlds semantics. The secondary/C-intension of ‘the

inventor of windshield wipers’, evaluated at the actual world, yields Mary

Anderson, the actual inventor of windshield wipers. In possible world w, in
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which Hedy Lamarr invented the windshield wiper instead, the secondary/C-

intension of ‘the inventor of windshield wipers’ picks out Hedy Lamarr. The

primary/A-intension corresponds to considering a possible world “as actual”.

For example, the primary/A-intension of ‘water’, when evaluated at a world

like Putnam [1975]’s famous twin-earth, in which XYZ, not H2O, fills the

oceans and falls from the sky as rain, picks out all and only the XYZ. This

feature of ‘water’s primary/A-intension captures the intuition that had our

planet been like Putnam’s twin-earth, ‘water’ would have referred to XYZ,

not H2O. The primary/A-intension of ‘water’ picking out XYZ at twin-earth

is compatible with the secondary/C-intension picking out H2O at twin-earth.

When we consider twin-earth as counterfactual, keeping fixed that H2O fills

all the actual oceans, ‘water’ picks out all and only the H2O of twin-earth.

This apparatus, involving two different functions, or intensions, across pos-

sible worlds, can be generalized to any category of linguistic item.

Two-Dimensional Semantics, as developed in the work of Chalmers and

Jackson, incorporates several other ideas, and has many applications. I focus

here on two key theses relevant to the argument.

• The narrow content thesis: Primary/A-intensions are narrow con-

tents.
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• The coincidence thesis: For any term t, the primary/A-intension

of t, evaluated at the actual world, is identical to the secondary/C-

intension of t, evaluated at the actual world.

Putnam [1975]’s famous twin-earth thought experiment asks us to con-

sider two individuals, Oscar and twin-Oscar, his atom-by-atom duplicate.

Twin-Oscar inhabits twin-earth, in which XYZ, not H2O, fills the oceans and

rivers. Putnam convinced most of the philosophical world that ‘water’, in Os-

car’s mouth, referred to all and only the H2O, while twin-Oscar’s term ‘water’

referred to all and only the XYZ. This thought experiment played a seminal

role in pushing toward a more externalist approach to meaning. Famously,

Putnam wrote, “Cut the pie any way you like, ‘meanings’ just ain’t in the

head!” (227). While Putnam’s thought experiment helped convince many

of the virtues of an externalist approach to meaning, the idea that Oscar’s

term ‘water’ and twin-Oscar’s orthographically similar term ‘water’ have,

in some important sense, the same meaning, remains strong. Call this the

narrow content intuition. Theorists of narrow content have tried to provide

a theory of meaning, or content, according to which Oscar and twin-Oscar

share meaning. Importantly, traditional possible worlds semantics provides

no help. Oscar’s ‘water’ refers to H2O at every world, twin-Oscar’s ‘water’
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to XYZ at every world. No sameness of meaning there. Two-Dimensional

Semantics’ narrow content thesis vindicates the narrow content intuition: the

two terms have the same primary/A-intension. They both pick out the clear

wet liquid in the ocean at every world.

The coincidence thesis serves a variety of purposes. It might have been

labeled “the determination thesis”. Primary intensions (e.g. “the clear wet

liquid that flows in the lakes, river, and streams, and falls from the sky

as rain”) are sometimes claimed to determine secondary/C-intension. For

example, ‘water’ refers (i.e. is the actual world value of the secondary/C-

intension) to H2O because H2O is the clear wet liquid that flows in the lakes,

rivers, and streams, and falls from the sky as rain. For my purposes here,

only matching (coincidence) of the actual world values of the primary/A-

and secondary/C- intension matters. I leave matters of determination aside.

Primary/A-intensions are knowable a priori. Secondary/C-intensions re-

flect what is and is not metaphysically possible for the referent of the term

(e.g. water). The coincidence thesis, by linking primary/A-intensions with

secondary/C-intensions, serves as the lynchpin that connects a priori knowl-

edge with metaphysical modality. It provides a foundation for a connection

between conceivability and possibility, permits Two-Dimensional Semantics
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to serve as the foundation for the modal rationalism that both Chalmers

and Jackson support, and underwrites both Chalmers [2010]’s conceivability

arguments against physicalism and Jackson [2005]’s a priori physicalism.

Both the narrow content thesis and the coincidence thesis play vital roles

in the Two-Dimensionalist programme. Each contributes signficantly to the

appeal and power of Two-Dimensional Semantics. Losing either would deal a

significant blow to the 2D cause. Unfortunately, as I will argue, they cannot

both be true.

3 From the coincidence thesis to meta-linguistic pri-

mary intensions

In this section, I argue for premise (P1), which says that if, when evaluated

at the actual world, primary intension coincides with secondary intension,

then primary/A-intensions must be meta-linguistic, i.e. they must explicitly

mention linguistic tokens, such as the word ‘water’.

We start with the lessons of Kripke [1972]’s arguments against descrip-

tivism about proper names. Descriptivism about proper names says that

the reference of a proper name is determined by a description that the user

of the name believes to be uniquely satisfied by the name’s referent. For
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example, descriptivism says that if a user associates the description ‘the He-

brew prophet who was swallowed by a whale and preached at Nineveh’ with

the name ‘Jonah’, then ‘Jonah’ refers to whatever Hebrew prophet did those

things, and fails to refer if no person did them. Kripke convincingly argued

that the referent of ‘Jonah’ need not be the satisfier of this description. Bib-

lical scholars tend to think that the story of Jonah is a fictional account of

a real person. This person may neither have been swallowed by a whale,

preached at Nineveh, or been a Hebrew prophet. Nevertheless, the name

‘Jonah’ succeeds in referring to him (perhaps he cooked up the whale story

and pretended to be a Hebrew prophet). Even if some Hebrew prophet who

preached at Nineveh was swallowed by a whale, he or she needn’t be the

referent of ‘Jonah’, provided that he/she was uninvolved with the propaga-

tion of the story. Kripke teaches us that the referent of a name is not the

satisfier of the associated description, but rather the individual at the end of

a causal-historical chain of using that name.

Kripke’s arguments against descriptivism have been nearly conclusive (an

impressive feat in philosophy). The only brand of descriptivism that survives

Kripke’s attack is “causal descriptivism”, according to which the reference-

determining description associated with a name N is something like ‘the
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dominant causal-historical source of the use of N’ (Kroon [1987], Loar [1976]).

This move by descriptivists acknowledges the following fact: if descriptions

determine reference, they must be meta-linguistic descriptions that explicitly

mention the name itself. In fact, Jackson [1998] uses his own brand of Two-

Dimensional Semantics to formulate his causal descriptivism.

Two-Dimensional Semantics is, effectively, a souped-up version of descrip-

tivism applied to every term of the language, not just proper names. The

coincidence thesis is the Two-Dimensionalist version of the descriptivist claim

that the referent of the name is the satisfier of the associated description. The

referent of the name is the value of the secondary/C-intension at the actual

world, whereas the satisfier of the description is the analogue of the value

of the primary/A-intension at the actual world. However, Two-Dimensional

Semantics has some advantages over descriptivism, partly stemming from

the fact that descriptivism, unlike Two-Dimensional Semantics, insists the

reference-determiner be capturable via a pithy description like ‘the teacher

of Alexander’. Two-Dimensional Semantics instead claims that the “neo-

description”, i.e. the primary/A-intension, is latent in the psychology of the

language-user but need not be finitely expressible.

In the case of proper names, both Jackson and Chalmers admit that in
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order to preserve the coincidence thesis, the primary/A-intensions associ-

ated with proper names must be meta-linguistic and causal. They seem to

accede to Byrne & Pryor [2006]’s claim that “if [the] two-dimensional ac-

count of names is to be workable, then the epistemic intension of a name

like Gödel cannot be given by any sort of “famous deeds” description, like

the man who discovered the incompleteness of arithmetic. Instead,

the epistemic intension has to be given by something like the description the

person called ‘Gödel’ by those from whom I acquired that name”

(51-2).1 However, the phenomenon Kripke picked up on is not limited to

proper names. Neither Jackson nor Chalmers seems cognizant of this fact.

In the same way that ‘Jonah’ need not refer to the person who was swallowed

by a whale and preached at Nineveh, ‘water’ need not refer to the clear wet

liquid found in the oceans and which falls from the sky as rain.

Putnam [1962]’s robotic cat case provides an illustrative example. Put-

1Byrne & Pryor [2006]’s criticisms of Two-Dimensionalism echo my own. Some dif-
ferences are worth pointing out. First, they focus on whether the coincidence thesis can
be satisfied while primary/A-intensions play what they call “the Frege role”. I instead
focus on narrow contents. Their argument primarily concerns proper names, while I ex-
pand to include kind terms and other categories of linguistic expression. This significantly
strengthens the attack. Some two-dimensionalists may be ready to bite the bullet for
proper names, whereas few would want to do so for the larger class of predicates to which
I have expanded. (See fn. 4). Lastly, my criticisms of the ability of meta-linguistic pri-
mary intensions to be narrow contents (section 4) are quite different than those of Byrne
& Pryor [2006]. I am fundamentally in agreement with Byrne and Pryor on many points.
One can think of me as picking up the sword to carry the fight where they left off.
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nam envisions a scenario in which the creatures we’ve called ‘cats’ all these

years turn out to have been robots all along. Putnam (correctly) notes that

in such a case, ‘cat’ refers to a certain variety of robot, and not to any ani-

mal at all. If there is any reference-fixing description associated with ‘cat’,

it is something like ‘the furry animals who purr’. But it’s easy to imagine

a scenario in which the robotic cats aren’t animals, furry, or purr. (They

are robots, not animals, have soft scales, not fur, and instead of purring use

mind-waves to give those who pet them auditory hallucinations of purring).

The reference of ‘cat’, or ‘water’, or ‘Jonah’, is, at least in large part,

determined by the fact that language users have applied those names to

certain kinds of things - H2O, a certain variety of robotic cat, or a pretend

Hebrew prophet who told tall tales about having lived in a whale. The

point is not affected by switching from descriptions to “neo-descriptions”

such as primary/A-intensions capturable only in infinitary functions across

worlds. The reference-fixing work is not done wholly by what we might call

“object-level” properties, such as “swallowed by a whale”, “clear liquid”, or

“purrs”. Instead, much of the reference-fixing work is done by demonstrative

applications, in which language users demonstrate some target (often using
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perception) and label it as an instance of the relevant type.2 For example,

the reference of ‘water’ is partly secured by people pointing repeatedly at

H2O and declaring, “That’s water!”. As a result, if any description, or neo-

descriptivist primary/A-intension, is to match up with the referent of the

term, it must be a causal descriptivist style meta-linguistic description. The

referent of the term just is the value of the secondary/C-intension evaluated

at the actual world. Thus, the only primary/A-intension that can preserve

the coincidence thesis, and match up with the secondary/C-intension at the

actual world, is a meta-linguistic primary/A-intension.

4 Meta-lingustic primary intensions are not narrow

contents

The narrow content thesis says that primary/A-intensions are narrow con-

tents. In this section I argue for premise (P2), which says that if primary

intensions are meta-linguistic, they are not narrow contents. I canvas two

reasons for thinking meta-linguistic primary/A-intensions can’t be narrow

contents. First, meta-linguistic primary intensions entail that no two ortho-

2One important difference between the story suggested here and that in Kripke [1972]
is that Kripke focused mostly on dubbings and causal chains, rather than demonstratives.
Devitt [1981] offers further developments of the “causal view” that are fundamentally in
agreement with my points here.
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graphically distinct linguistic items (such as ‘horse’ and its French synonym

‘cheval’) can have the same narrow content. Second, meta-linguistic primary

intensions misconstrue the intentionality, or aboutness, of terms.

Consider the English term ‘horse’ and its French synonym ‘cheval’. Any

approach to meaning can and should yield the result that these two ex-

pressions have the same meaning. But if I am correct, Two-Dimensional

Semantics cannot. At a given world (“considered as actual”) the primary/A-

intension of ‘horse’ looks for the creatures to which ‘horse’ has been applied

in the past. The primary/A-intension of ‘cheval’ looks for the creatures to

which ‘cheval’ has been applied in the past. At any world at which ‘horse’

has been used for one variety of creature, and ‘cheval’ for another, the two

primary/A-intensions come apart. Thus ‘horse’ and ‘cheval’ do not have

the same primary/A-intension, are not synonyms, and do not have the same

narrow content.

Narrow contents are contents shared by intrinsic duplicates. No monolin-

gual English speaker will be a duplicate of any monolingual French speaker.

This might lead one to suspect that the Two-Dimensionalist can accept that

‘horse’ and ‘cheval’ never share narrow contents, and that this result does

not challenge the narrow content thesis. However, any theory of narrow con-
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tent should permit some non-duplicates to share narrow contents. Consider

the intuition that drives the search for narrow content: we want a notion of

content that permits Earth-Oscar’s ‘water’ and Twin-earth-Oscar’s ‘water’

to share meaning. The intuition that narrow content is shared between Oscar

and twin-Oscar does not disappear if we change twin-Oscar’s word to ‘eau’,

thereby ensuring that Oscar and twin-Oscar are not intrinsic duplicates.3

But once we do, Two-Dimensional Semantics loses its ability to provide that

shared content, and fails to come through on the promise of providing a the-

ory of narrow content. The goal of a theory of narrow content is not limited

to generating the result that intrinsic duplicates share meanings. It needs to

ensure sameness of meaning across a wide variety of cases, including cases in

which speakers use different words for the same thing. Any notion of content,

narrow, broad, or in between, should make it possible for distinct expressions

to share meaning.4 Meta-linguistic primary/A-intensions can’t do the job.

The second flaw in the meta-linguistic primary/A-intensions’ bid to be

3Interestingly, in Putnam [1975]’s original twin-earth case, Oscar and twin-Oscar were
not instrinsic duplicates. Oscar’s body contained water. Twin-Oscar’s did not. But the
intuition that Oscar and twin-Oscar share narrow contents remains.

4 A meta-linguistic account of primary/A-intensions, or of reference-determining de-
scriptions, is less damaging when applied to proper names. The claim that distinct names
never share meaning is defensible. The claim that distinct words never share meaning is
preposterous. But it’s a thesis to which I argue Two-Dimensional Semantics is committed,
at least for a large variety of terms, including kind terms such as ‘water’ and ’cat’.
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narrow contents is that they get the intentionality, or aboutness, of expres-

sions wrong. The content, or meaning, of an expression captures what, in the

world, the term is about. ‘Horse’ is about a certain type of creature. ‘Horses

drink water’ says that this creature tends to drink a certain liquid. But on

the meta-linguistic notion of narrow content offered by Two-Dimensional Se-

mantics, ‘horse’ is instead about the connection between the language user,

his/her use of a certain term (spelled H-O-R-S-E), and a causal chain that

reaches from that word to something in the world. ‘Horses drink water’ says

something about the connection between two words. In sum, the notion

of “content” offered by meta-linguistic primary/A-intensions makes terms

about language and our use of it, rather than about the world itself.

5 The meta-semantic fallacy

I have a diagnosis of what has gone wrong with Two-Dimensional Semantics.5

Meta-semantics is the study of how our representations come to have their

meanings and referents. Kripke and Putnam taught us important lessons

5Robert Stalnaker, one of the fathers of two-dimensional approaches to meaning (Stal-
naker [1978]), warned (Stalnaker [1999]: 14) against taking the primary/A-intension as
providing anything other than a very shallow notion of narrow content or the a priori. He
also favors a meta-semantic, rather than semantic, interpretation of primary/A-intensions,
which he calls ‘diagonal propositions’ (Stalnaker [2004]). One contribution of this paper is
to point out how, in attempting to satisfy the coincidence thesis, the two-dimensionalist
must contort primary/A-intensions into a particularly meta-semantic pose, which makes
the fallacy of importing meta-semantics into content proper easier to see.
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in meta-semantics. The reference and meaning of our terms is in large part

determined by what we’ve causally interacted with, as well as pointed at

and labeled as ‘water’/‘cat’/‘Jonah’. Reference is not determined by what

properties we associate with ‘water’, ‘cat’, or ‘Jonah’. (Those properties

can play a role, but they don’t do all the work, as descriptivism or neo-

descriptivism maintains). Upon learning these meta-semantic lessons, there

is a temptation to push them down to the semantic level and insert them

into the content of the term. Doing so allows one to preserve the idea that

something in the language user’s psychology, such as a causal description or

a meta-linguistic primary intension, determines reference and/or satisfies the

coincidence thesis. But pushing the meta-semantic story into the content of

the term is a mistake. It robs the term’s content of the properties, such as

being about the world, that made it a content in the first place.

The temptation is encouraged by noticing that often the language user

implicitly recognizes that the causal chain, or a history of application, and not

the associated properties (e.g. “furry”, “swallowed by a whale”), determine

reference. When one hears Kripke’s arguments and examples, one recognizes

their correctness. These facts make it look like the meta-linguistic reference-

determiner is somehow present, perhaps implicitly, in the language user’s
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psychology.6 Even if all this is true, it remains a mistake to import the

meta-linguistic story about how reference is determined down to the semantic

level and into the content of the term. Meta-semantics may very well be, for

the most part, an a priori discipline whose truths, once grasped, most will

recognize as true. So, in this sense, the reference-determining story may be

“present” in the average language user’s psychology. But that does not make

it properly semantic or a legitimate notion of content.

A fanciful example helps make the point. Let T be the true meta-semantic

theory of what gives any word its meaning. Suppose that T is knowable a pri-

ori, and most thinkers would, on reflection, recognize T as true if presented

with it. A “primary/A-intension” that stipulated that word w refer to what-

ever T says w refers to would succeed in the job of determining reference and

would vindicate the coincidence thesis. But it would be perverse to maintain

that the narrow content of w is “whatever T says w refers to”. That kind of

primary/A-intension is clearly meta-semantic, not semantic. In effect, meta-

linguistic primary/A-intensions make the same mistake. The meta-linguistic

causal descriptivist neo-description might be the true meta-semantic story

6For arguments that there is no such reference-determiner, meta-linguistic or otherwise,
in the language-user’s psychology, cf. Byrne & Pryor [2006], deRosset [2011], and Schroeter
[2003].
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of what determines the reference of ‘Jonah’, ‘water’, and ‘cat’. Even if that

meta-semantic story is implicitly recognized as true by the users of the term,

the resulting notion is not a narrow content, or any content whatsoever.

6 Conclusion

Ball [2014] writes that, “the main interest of two-dimensionalism lies in

its accounts of cognitive significance and of the connection between con-

ceivability and possibility.” The cognitive significance delivered by Two-

Dimensional Semantics is narrow content. This paper has shown that Two-

Dimensionalism must give up one of its two most appealing features. Two-

Dimensional Semantics can have the coincidence thesis, with its nice lining up

of a priori primary/A-intensions and metaphysical secondary/C-intensions,

and the concurrent connection between conceivability and possibility. Two-

Dimensional Semantics can use primary/A-intensions to provide a notion of

narrow content. But it can’t do both.
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